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SUMMARY

This program has surveyed saveral types of tactile transducers
and tactile displays to determine their merit as a flight control in-

"strument as a method to reduce the pilots' visual workload. Prelim-
inary phases have been reported in References 1, 2 and 9.

The laboratory evaluation of the tactile displays, in which four
instrument rated pilots acted as subjects, utilized difficult attitude
tracking tasks to measure the subjects' performance over a reasonably
side frequency range. The tasks were single axis pitch or roll and

2 axis pitch and roll tracking. The simplified vehicle dynamics
represented the response of a high-speed fighter aircraft having good

handling qualities. The pitch and roll axes were perturbed by inde-
pendent quasi-random inputs used to simulate first-order Gaussian
noise having .an upper break frequency of 2 rad/sec In these diffi-

c1ilt tracking experiments, tracking performance with the quantized
tactile disp]ay was poorer than the performance with an analog visual
display. When using the tactile dis lay, the single-axis, average

tracking standard deviation (SD) score was about twice that for the

visual display. The two-axis tactile SD score was 3.6 times the

visual score. Both the 1 and 2 axis scores were better than the
scores obtained with the first tactile control display. The 2-axis

scores %ore poorer than the 1-axis scores because of inter-axis

masking and the difficulty in the differential perception of two

simultaneous tactual signals.

The final evaluation of the tactile display was conducted with
a simulator having F4 dynamics. To provide a more realistic experi-
ment, the roll, pitch and heave axes of the cockpit were controlled
by the simulation; and independent of the flight control, a visual

monitoring task was added to burden the subjects' visual workload.

ix



The experiments were run with two simulation models: high-speed

flight, wherein the subjects were required to maintain constant mach

number while executing prescribed maneuvers, and an approach-to-

landing where either angle of attack or glide slope and localizer

errors were controlled. Each experiment was completed by six subjects

who were Navy Pilots.

In the high-speed flight experiments, the tactile display of

mach number error consistently produced better SD scores than the

use of a standard mach number indicator, and the relative improvement

was greater when the visual monitoring task was added. No signifi-

cant changes in either control or monitoring performance were found

when the tactile display was used for angle-of-attack or path (ILS)

error information in the approach-to-landing task.

Even when the visual mach number display was available, the

pilots appeared to rely on the tactile display for mach number control,

furthermore, all six pilots were willing to use the tactile display

as a supplement to the visual display of mach number in actual flight.

It is apparent that under certain conditions, a single-axis

tactile display can be utilized advantageously as an operational

instrument.

x



SECTION 1
INTRODUCTION

2 1. 1 OBJECTIVES

[• In current aircraft, nearly all the flight parameter information

available to the pilot is transmitted to him visually, whether under

visual contact or instrument flying conditions. It has long been

recognized that during instrument flying conditions, the task of

scanning just the essential instruments is a taxing, fatiguing one.

It may be that displays using information from other modalities can

alleviate the demands of this task. Furthermore, the importance of

maintaining continuous attention to the visual scene outside the cock-

pit is being increasingly realized for a number of situations. Tra-

1 ditional panel - mounted visual instruments do not permit this,

whereas display of information to other modalities could free the

eyes substantially from tasks inside the cockpit. Tactual presenta-

tions possess considerable promise of being suitable substitutes for

visual displays in flight-control applications. The goal of this

program has been to develop a tactual display that can be utilized

as a flight control instrument.

A systematic evaluation of a tactual display has been carried

LIout in three separate phases:
a. initial design and laboratory evaluation,

b. evaluation utilizing full task simulation, and finally,

c. a flight test.



The program has encompassed the first two phases and has produced the

following reports. ii

a. D. Ross, R. Sanneman, W. H. Levison, R. Tanner, and T. Triggs, .1
"Tactile Display for Aircraft Control", Semi-Annual Technical Report,

Sanders Associates, Inc., Nashua, N. H, (AD757-344) January 1973.

b. D. Ross, R. Sanneman, W. Levison, R. Tanner, T. Triggs,

"Tactile Display for Aircraft Control", Final Technical Report,

Sanders Associates, Inc., Nashua, N. H. (AD767-763), August 1973.

c. D. Ross, H. Sanneman, W. Levison, J. Berliner, "Tactile

Display for Aircraft Control", Semi-Annual Report, Sanders Associates, -I
Inc., Nashua, N. H. (AD783-690) June 1974.

The work accomplished during the first year was conducted in

three parts and is reported in the first two references listed above.

a. Review and selection of elemental tactile transducers

(tactors) for operation in arrays.

b. Development of tactile display configurations suitable for

applications concerning aircraft control problems.

c. Evaluation of the man/machine tracking performance for single

and multi-axis data utilizing the tactile displays together with a

.itale dynamic tracking problem and an ancillary visual monitoring

task.

Tactile displays using bimorph vibrators and electrotactors were

evaluated. The electrotactors were driven by a short single polarity,

constant current pulse which to some produced a sharp sensation, con-

sequently further work was done on the evaluation or hiphasic stimu-

lation which could be made more comfortable. In the formal laboratory

tests, two instrument rated pilots served as test subjects. The

1-2



results of the evaluation showed that the tracking error scores ob-

tained with the tactile display were a factor of three to four times

greater than scores obtained with a continuous visual display. How-

v ever, the results also indicated the inter-task interference effects
41 are substantially less with the tactile display in situations impos-

ing a high visual scanning workload. The single-task performance

degradation found with the tactile display appeared to be a result

of the display coding rather than the use of the tactual sensory mode

•i per se.

The laboratory tests were done with broadband disturbance func-

tions in order to obtain data for an "optimal-control" model for

PI pilot/vehicle systems. The analytical effort expended on the model

provides a valuable backup and extension of the display evaluation.

'I It was shown in the August 1973 report that the state-variable model

for pilot/vehicle systems can be used to obtain reasonably accurate

•.• predictions of tracking error scores when the vehicle dynamics are

S• wide-band, despite non-Gaussian pilot response behavior.

With this encouraging start, the second year's goals were set as

follows:

a. Redesign the tactile display to reduce time displays.

I b. Evaluate the refined display under the same laboratory

conditions as prevailed during the first year tests,

c. Evaluate the display utilizing a moving base aircraft simu-

lator.

A full description of the display system and the laboratory tests

have been presented in the third report listed above. In addition to

the above program elements, a data fallout occurred which proved that

"1-3



I

coaxial electrotactors do not restrict skin current flow within the

bounds of the tactor. The tactile display had four major improvements.

* A programmable tactor excitation code.

a Independent axis control.

* Automatic stimulus intensity control for the electrotactor

display. .1

* Separate intensity controls for the x-axis and the y-axis

segments.

The laboratory tests indicated the display performance was im-

proved twenty-five to fifty percent referenced to the first year tests.

The final evaluation has been performed utilizing a moving hase

aircraft simulator with F4 dynamics, more specifically, the simulator

and helicopter motion platform operated by the NMC Weapons Systems

Simulation Branch at Point Mugu, California. The program has in-

corporated the tactual display as a flight instrument during typical

flight problems.

1.2 EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION

A detailed description of the tactile control system has been

reported (9), however, portions of the description have beon included

for -eneral information. Descriptions of the F4 simulation and the

dynamic motion have been added to this section.

1.3 LABORATORY EVALUATION

The laboratory evaluation program uttlized four instrument rated

pilots as subjects to accomplish 3 goals; display optimization,

1-4



2 electrotactor and vibrotactor performance comparison, and the per-

formance measurements of the tactile display in single and doubhe

axis tracking problems.

The results of the display optimization, tactor comparison and

the subject training data have been reported (9), as well as the

performance measurements. Since the model analysis work based on

this effort is now being reported for the first time, the performance

. measurement data has been included to provide a more comprehensive

report.

1.4 SIMULATOR EVALUATION

The objective of these experiments has been the determination of

the tactile display utility as an instrument for providing flight-

control information in a moving base simulator having realistic air-

craft dynamics. These tests were run with two operational models,
high speed cruise and approach to landing. Motion in pitch, roll and

A heave were used to provide cockpit dynamics. In the high-speed
cruise model, the tactile display indicated mach number error.

The task required maintaining constant mach number while maneuvering

through prescribed flight paths. The Tactile Display provided either

Sangle-of-attack, or glideslope and localizer errors in the approach-

to-landing model. Conventional instruments were also used to provido

ta porformance reference. All flight tests were run with and without

"an added visual Monitoring task that was independent of flight control.

1-5



SECTION 2

EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION

2.1 GENERAL

The equipment used for- this phase of the pjro,- ram consisted of the
tac tile display, the simulato~r and the vi sital monitor lug ti,ýk. The
ta'ctile display system has been discussed in fair dentail inl the June

1974 Technical Report (9), however, for convenience, portions of the

report are repeated in this section.

2. 2 TACTILE CONRTiO, SYSTEM

Thu Tactile Control System presented in Figure 2-1. consists of

77 the fol]nwing parts.

a. Tao'tilo ('ontrol Unit (TCU), left in the figure, contains tho
lo~ic u ircit itry and all the cont~'ol-, necessary for, the funcotional

oporation of' tho systocic. The visual dlispl ay In the m iddle of the

sipnel i s rernovithle for remiote viewing. The front. pane i is titus I. ated

In "luc2-2.

1). Ta'ct loe Il)V() uivu 1'oply ('l'IS), r h i. n (:It(. Ic1tirou, v.1c 1iii ii rrs

S:Y t ollli W I lpl~ to" :111. t t ld he powor 1' ol 1ro i s t icItxo s.u

C. Two rlof-t rocavi lii displatys, bot~h of wh ich he1vo thu SaMe1 ciii1-

fi. uras I,1 Iond Jnl Icorpols teo silvor , coaslail olrx'Lrolactlicrs,

(.Oov thrnuacter disphly employing hiialorphs ats the elol ril

mccc' ilnlif 10 Vibrtwai.on trans~ducers.

0'Iwo cuirtireuns ri Ispli y bults, cfli of' whi cli is shown cunder' tlii

2-1
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For this phase of the program, one display format has been so-

locted; it is an array using eight tactors per axis, four for each

ais polarity and no central, common tactor. Each axis is a complete,

independently controlled channel to allow simultaneous data presen-

tation to both axes. In order to increase the versatility of the

system, a switch is availahle to allow either independent data display
for each axis, or an alternate-axis display sequence, A number of

t'ictor excitation codes are available and, if desired, each axis canl

have it different code.

2.2.1 Display Format. Only one format has boon fabricatod for tho

displays, it is an X-Y array having no central tactor and with 4

tactors in each leg as illustrated in Figure 2-3. The size of the

array is fixed, i.e. , the tactors are not movable, It is well known

that tactile spatial resolution is generally not high, thus it Is0

advantatircous to separate the tactors as much as possible: however,

for convenience, the tactile display should be small. Therefore, at

cmproumise haw boon made by fixing each axis length to 9 inches.
Thlk allows; 1-1/8 inches between tactors in each axis log and 2 1inchti';

between the central tneters.

One of the finill rflect rotilctor displays- Is, shown ill Figure 2 1.
TIhte ('olULi'otaetors" are coaxial and have silver' electrodes. The 01) 1,,

It !IU with nn inner olectrtode area of 17 nun' and anl outor oloe U'odt?

ar'la of 57 nmi.

Figure 2-5 is the vibrotactnr dilsolay rest Ini. on one o f thobt t

tisid to apply the display to the body. The 1 mmn di amti'a.r probos usi-1

- I-) vibrate the skill is driven wvith at pioooel-ect Plc Crystal (binsorph)

l~diet( s a cantel eve,' and Is capable of providI ing at peak forot! of :10

c-rams al 150 volts. A one- inch square pressurit pad surrounds I lie
0.25 Int-h probe clearance hole in order to mm initnio the effects of

* skill Wave propagaition.
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2.2.3 Tactor Excitation. The tactile displays are fabricated using

two different tactor types, bimorph (piezoelectric) vibrotactors and

electrotactors. The bimorph excitation signal is a six cycle burst

of 170 Hz, 140 Vrms; and the electrotactors are excited with seven

cycles of biphasic constant current pulses. Representative sketches

of these signals are illustrated in Figure 2-6(a). The resulting

stimulus period for either of these signals is 30 milliseconds or

about as long as the 30 Hz period occurring at the maximum ripple

rate. In Figure 2-6(b), the X-axis tactor (1, 2, 3) stimulus periods

are shown for Code 1, level B presentation with the ripple rate less

than 30 Hz.

2.2.4 Block diagram. The tactile display system block diagram is

presented in Figure 2-7. As stated, each axis is independently con-

trolled, thus the system basically consists of two parallel data

channels, the X-axis and the Y-axis. They are synchronized only when

the alternate-axis display mode is selected. The system description

is presented in four parts: analog signal processor, tactor control,

electrotactor display and the vibrotactor display.

2.2.5 Analog Signal Processor. The analog signal processor derives

its inputs from either the manual controls on the front panel of the

Tactile Control Unit (TCU) or from an external control system such

as the F4 simulator. For each tactile display axis, two analog sig-

nals are required, VNT and Vj.

The F4 simulator computation voltages are ± 100 Vdc full scale;

they are rescaled to the +8 Vdc full scale voltage used in the tactile

display. The MAN-SIM switch on the TCU front panel selects either

the analog signals from the SIM receptacle or from the four controls

located on the front panel.

The VNT signal for each channel (X, Y) is the input to the three

level quantizer and the polarity control. The three levels (A, B, C)

for both axes are set by the same voltage divider network. The initial

2-8
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I

quantization level reference voltages are A > 0.4V, B 7 2.4V, and

C 7 5.6V, which correspond to 5, 30 and 70 percent of full scale.

This resistor network is mounted on a plug board to facilitate

S changing the reference values when desired. To minimize the number

S of comparators, the absolute value of the analog signal is used. The

quantization levels (A, B, C) control the number of generated clock

i periods (2, 3, or 4) and are used as variables in the tactor period

logic for the selection of various tactor excitation codes. The

levels are also inputs to the automatic electrotactor intensity con-

trol. The polarity signal (Px or Py) is used in its respective

~ tactor gate generator to determine which of the two, four tactor

sets of one axis is to be usedto display the error data, i.e., is

r• the data polarity positive or negative.

The absolute values of the T data signals (lxi) and (IYl) are

used to control the clock rates at which the tactor stimulus periods

are generated. The minimum clock pulse rate is set at 4 Hz in order

to eliminate excessive display time delays that would occur at lower

rates. The maximum clock rate is 30 Hz. The IXl and IYJ signals are

also used in the auto-intensity control for the electrotactors.

2.2.6 Tactor Control. The tactor control section generates the

•- number of clock periods determined by the quantization level (A, B,

C) at the rate decreed by the T input. This is done by counting the

• clock pulses and generating gates equal to the interval periods be-

tween sequential clock pulses.

The four possible clock periods (T 1 , T2 , T3 and T4 ) are combined

tIo form six multiple period combinations (i.e., T2 T3, T1 T 2T3 , etc.).

The four clock periods and their combinations serve as inputs to the

code selector where they are programmed by the selected code plug-

"• boards, and combined with the quantization levels to produce the

desired tactor gate sequence. There are four outputs for each axis,

W TI5, , T37 and T48 Each output controls one of two tactors pend-

ing the polarity of the NT signal, for instance Tf 5 will control
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tactor No. 1 if the axis VN signal is negative and will control
fNT

tactor No. 5 if the polarity is positive. <1
t

2.2.7 Electrotactor Display. The electrotactor gate generator ac-

cepts the clock gates from the code selector, the polarity signals,

and the biphasic pulse pairs. It then generates the tactor stimulus

periods from the clock gate, then, with the polarity signal, routes

the biphasic pulses to the proper tactor drivers.

The clock gate onset is coincident with the leading edge of the

clock pulse. A post clock pulse is generated coincident to the trail-

ing edge of the clock pulse. The post clock pulse is ANDed with the

clock gates to produce the SOS (stimulus onset signal) for the tactor

pair (such as T1 5 ) having its related clock gate at a "I" level. The

SOS resets the stimulus pulse counter which then begins to count the

pulse pairs, and gates the pulse pairs, in conjunction with the po-

larity signal, to the proper tactor drive circuit. When seven pulse

pairs have been delivered, the counter is turned off, awaiting its

next SOS. The tactor driver converts the low level logic signals

to the required high level constant current pulses required to exceed
touch threshold.

The biphasic signal described in reference (2) is used as the

tactile stimulus. The signal consists of a short burst of seven

negative and positive, square, constant-current pulse pairs at a

200 Hz rate, as illustrated in Figure 2-6(a).

The maximum pulse widths are 20 ps and there is a fixed period of

22 Vs between the beginning of the negative and the positive pulse.

The constant-current magnitude of the pulses is controllable from the

front panel which is accessible to the subject. An operating peak

current range of 3 to 20 milliamperes is provided.

There are 3 current level controls, one for the X-axis and two

for the Y-axis. The X axis is applied laterally on the abdomen and
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__ when centrally located, the average touch threshold at each tactor

site of the two, 4-tactor sets is equal and a single control is ade-

quate. For the Y-axis, which is oriented longitudinally, the touch

o threshold varies, requiring separate intensity controls for the upper

and lower 4 tactor sets of the array. It is probable that in a future

operational system, the individual tactor drivers could be trimmed

to the relative mean touch threshold of its location; then with one

intensity control, all tactors could be optimally controlled.

Prior data has indicated that the electrocutaneous sensation in-n tensity increases proportionately to the number of tactors being

excited and the rate of excitation; or, in other words, proportional

to the power dissipated in the skin(
1 2

). With the range of excitation

codes and ripple rate, it would be impossible to maintain a single,
constant level of cutaneous sensation, thus a feed-forward intensity

control is used to control the excitation pulse width. If the pulse

widths are reduced to about 5 Vs, the touch sensation is extremely

low even when peak currents of 20 to 25 milliamperes are used, heneo

controlling the pulse width between 20 and 5 u's provides a very affec-

tive intensity control. The pulse width control has) boen quantized

such that 20, 17, 14, or 12 ps pulses vill be genoratod, The decis-

ion logic used to select the pulse width is based on the quantization

level, ripple rate, and inter-axis intensity magnitudes.

2.2.8 Vibrotactor Display. The vibrotactor display accepts the SOS

from the electrotactor gate generator, the polarity signals, and tho

bimorph power (170 ilz, 140 Vrms), As for the oloetrotactor c(hannel

the 808 resets a countor which In turn opens the rolated vihrotactcor

gate. The gate is ANDnd with the polarity signal to turn-on tih

desired tactor via its driver. The tacter driver convorts the ltojrc

level vibrotactor gat(e to the power lovel noeossarv to turn oni t

triac used to switch the 140 Vrms to the selected tacter. With the

gate open, the bitaorph excitation begins with tho ne•xt 170 liv xzero-

cross-over point. When the counter roaches its full count oi six
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cycles, the vibrotactor gate is closed by the next 170 Hz zero-cross-

over, thus terminating the stimulus period.

2.2.9 Visual Display. The front panel LED (light emitting diode)

display has three main functions: as a monitor to establish proper 6

system operation, as an aid in training subjects, and as an operational

display to establish a performance reference for the selected display

format and code. The LED visual display has the same format as the

tactile displays but with the lights closer together. The display is *

fabricated such that it can be used with an extension cable for re-

mote viewing. The drive signals for the LED's are derived directly .1
from the electrotactor gate generators.

2.3 FLIGHT SIMULATOR

The simulation configuration was assembled to allow monitoring

and control of all information available to the pilot, his reactions,

and simulator status. The integration of the flight simulation with

the control and monitoring components is illustrated in Figure 2-8.

The major components of the system are as follows:

a) F4 Flight Simulator

b) Dynamic Motion Platform

c) Data Acquisition System

2.3.1 F4 Aircraft Flight Simulation. The F4 flight simulation

utilized two flight programs for a general purpose, Beckman 1100

analog computer. A complete description of the simulation appears

in an in an informal NMC report (10).

The first program is a Mach 2 Cruise model covering all velocities

from Mach 0.4 to 2.0, all altitudos from sea level to 65,000 foot,

and all maneuvers such that normal acceleration of the aircraft does

not exceed 7g's. This model was programmed for general Mah 2 flight

studies and the F4 parameters were choson largely for convonionce,

however, the following check was made to assure correspondence botween
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the model and the actual aircraft. The model was trimmed for 1 g

level flight at an altitude of 10,000 feet and a velocity of Mach 0.93.

For this initial condition, a step aileron deflection of maximum

magnitude was applied and the time to bank to 100', the bank angle at

one second, and the steady state roll velocity was measured. The

results as compared to F4 flight test data are give in Table 2-1.

TABLE 2-1 Comparison of Simulation with F4 Flight Test Data

Characteristics Flight Test Data Simulation Data

Time to bank 1004 0.9 - 1.2 see 0.8 sec

Roll angle at I second 1200 - 1280 1290

Steady State Roll Velocity 1900 - 2555/sec 240'/sec

The Landing Model is valid for velocities from Much 0.1 to 0.4

and altitudes from sea level to 4000 foot. This model was con-
structed primarily for carrior landing studies. Because the flight
regime for this model is very restricted, the aerodynamic cooffici-
onts and air density ratio wore assumed constant. L-'rors in this
docision amountoed to loss than 2% along the approach glideslopo.
The model does include at Approach Power Compensator (APC) system.
which when activated senses angle of attack and normal accolerattonil
and varies engine thrust to maintain the proper approach glidoslope.
All experimental trials were made with the APC system inoperutive
leaving the pilot in complete control of the aircraft.

2.3.2 Oynamic Motion Simulator. The dynamic motion simulator was
designed and fabricated with 6 degrees of freedom for helicopter
studies. Only 3 degrees of motion. roll, pitch and heave were used

for the present tactile control evaluation. An external view of the
platform is presented in Figure 2-9 and a view of the instruaent

Panel In Fitture 2-10. The entire windshield area of the cockpit was
covered to force the pilot to fly on instruments.
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Figure 2-9 Helicopter MIotiom Simulator.
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Figure 2.10 Instrumont Panel of Simulator Cockpit.
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2.3.3 Data Acquisition Syste. The data acquisition system reecives

V! analog data representing flight parameters, pilot control response,

and digital data representing test status and visual monitoring task

* ~ information. The digital information was displayed on a panel for

S easy identification of test status and proper operation of the visual

monitoring task generator and as wvell as pilot response to the visual

, ~monitoring task.

[teal time print-out of thle flight parameters was available on

request at any rate desired from every sample taxen to one sample each

16,000 samples. The d1ata sampnle rate, originally specified to ho 20

samples/sownd, was eventUally reducod to abolut 3 samples/second due

t o thle s-lowly varying nature of the( parameters being monitorod. Typi-

val dat a smwimary print-outs are shown in Figure 2-11. *All data was

pr Lao L" t a three decmal r'esolutIion.

Thle oruise mnodelI data peritods wore uMelr operator cent rul. The

ox pu r fiaonl till wits pror it.'d %% l it a Serore swi tch whtbinh Iniit ed fi nd

controll1ed the dat a coll ection period. For tMe adiag~ model Ont
data rnl lawtiuo period waR automatically dotined between thle alt itudes

of 600 rant and 10 foet. The ltiiding flights4 orit1iuntod at oin alti-

tude of 14100 foot and worn on a stabilized devount path bv 600 feet

alt I ttde, Thus the approach can be trotted ats a steady stiate control

prnbloit withl a single set of pe-formance swtatis mr Wolected for the
entire~ approach.

2.4. TACTILE E UPWNT

The tiacile control unit (CPV) !id its companion power supply

were imunolldt( in tho cockpit (.on the ri mtht, side of tile piltot's seat

The Tactile Display (Witer v iboactetr or alec rotactor) worn by the

* pilot wits thenl simply plugged into tht, TCU at ter he pusitioued

hilnovi if n t h- r-'a and unpluggled tbe dismplay prIor to his ex~iti ng

I romta 1 c'ockmp it
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The Tactile Display equi'nment was checked regularly for proper

operation and proved to be reliable and easy to maintain. For the

cruise model , the mach number error from a set value or 0.9 was dis-

S played using the tactile display, The scaling was such that a +0.1
mach error provided a full scale tactile display. With the landing

model, thle localizer error and glideslope error wore both sitmultane-

ously displayed using the vibrotactor array. For this experiment

thle u11 scale error indication represented an error of +80 feet for

zzglideslope and -180 feet error for loeatizer.

- .5 Visual tlonitoy tog Task. Thle visual moo itori og I:nsk (V\IT) was

added to (1 I rocC t a Port i on 0of th 1 pilo 10 S Vi Sual I t ten t oilLn away I t'oim
thle instrument panel . A folding mIirror was located athead or' the ill-
st rumant panel such thitt thle pilot v ould mou11t or tho ('UT of' it vert't -
Vnall mounted osc illoscope. Tile tan~k reultiredl the pilot to indiraict

6 the presonoe of a I Kitz sinusoid maskedl in whiteIt no Iso. A steeil fat ton
of his di'splay is illustrated as plort of lliguro 2-it). A more do-

failted description of thle VNIT is prosen ted in pavakraph 1I.2,2,

Ki
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SECTION 3

DISPLAY EVALUATION - LABORATORY

3.1 GENERAL

The laboratory display evaluation consisted of optimizing the

tactile display, comparing the operational characteristics of the

electrotractors and vibrotacturs, and evaluating the optimized display

~ to obtain both performance data and model analysis data. The display

optimizing and tactor type comparisons have been reported (9) and are

not repeated at this time. Code 3 (paragraph 2.2.2) and independent

Ike axis control provided the best performance and the vibratactors had

a slight edge in the tactor comparison. For the display evaluation,

four instrument rated pilots served as the test subjects. Their

instrument flight time ranged from 150-1000 hours. The training data

is well documented (9) as well as the performance measurements,

however, since the model analysis has been derived from the performance

measurements and is being presented, the performance measurement data

"° is reprinted in order that all the formal experimental data is

contained in this final report.

3.2 TRACKING TASK7
The laboratory tracking tasks were designed to explore the limits

of performance with the various tactile display configurations.*

Accordingly, the subjects performed a simulated, wide-hand, attitude

tracking task of the type used in the previous study(2) The simpli-

l'iod vehicle dynamics were intended to represent the response of a

high-speed fighter aircraft having good handling qualities (3, 4).

It was hoped that this experimental situation would encourage the

*We assume that the displays which provide the best performance in a

""•omewhat stressful tracking task will also be the ones that provide
the best performance in less severe tasks of the type contemplated
for ultimate application.
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subjects to work hard at the tracking task, and allow measurements

of pilot performance over a reasonably wide frequency range using both

electrotactor and vibrotactor displays.

Specifically, the pitch dynamics were of the form:

E K0 (s + l/Te)
( = S( .2 2 1)

e + 2ýw s + w) 7
0 0

and the roll dynamics were:

K

a s(s + 1/Tr) (3.2)

Values for the dynamic parameters were:

T = 0.50 sec*

S= 6.0 rad/sec

0.85

T 0.3 sec

and the control gains were:

K 0 = 50 :

K = 10

*A To on the order of 1.0 second is more commonly associated with high-
speed pitch dynamics. But because the hand control used in these
experiments allowed a very rapid control response, it was necessary
to lower the value of To to provide reasonable response dynamics.
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The pitch and roll axes were perturbed by independent random-

- appearing inputs which were applied as vehicle disturbances. The

Stransfer function relating pitch response to pitch-axis disturbance

had the same form as the pitch/control relationship shown in Equa-

tion (3.1) except that the numerator contained no root. The roll-axis

disturbance was applied in parallel with the pilot's control input.

Both disturance inputs were constructed by summing together

[ 12 sinusoids of random phase relationships to simulate first-order

Gaussian noise processes having break frequencies of 2.0 rad/sec.

iv Input amplitudes were adjusted during training to yield nearly equal

pitch and roll mean-squared error scores for the visual display

condition.

A two-axis hand control provided independent control inputs

to the pitch and roll axes. The control was primarily a force-

sensitive device (0.12 cm of stick motion per newton of force) and

r= ' could be manipulated with wrist and finger motions.

3.3 PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT

The primary objective of the formal experiment was to quantify the

interaction between the pilot and tactile display in terms of pilot-

related model parameters. A secondary objective was to provide a

comparison of tactile tracking performance to performance with.a

continuous visual display.

"3.3.1 Experimental Conditions. The simulated attitude regulation

~ • task was performed alternately with the tactile and continuous visual

~ • displays. Performance measures were obtained for each axis tracked

separately, as well as for the combined pitch-roll task.

Two levels of input amplitude were employed for tactile tracking

so that display-related threshold effects could he quantified.
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Because of the hig4 performance scores obtained with the tactile
display, input amplitudes used with this display were lower than the

level used with the visual display.

The various conditions explored in this experiment are listed

in Table 3-1. Input amplitudes are shown relative to the amplitude

used with the visual display. To the extent possible, the various

tasks were presented in a balanced order.

TABLE 3-1

EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS

No. Replications
Tasks Rel. Input Per Condition

Display (P=Pitch; R=Roll) Amplitude Per Subject

Visual P, R, P+R 1.00 2

Tactile P, R, P+R 0.50 3

Tactile P, R, P+R 0.25 3

3.3.2 Tracking Performance. Average ýtandard deviation (SD) scores*

for error are shown in Figure 3-1. Pitch- and roll-axis scores are

given separately; they have not been combined into a single, total-

performance measure.

*The standard deviation score was computed as:

SN 1/2

SD = i•l (xi- ]1

where xi is the ith time sample of the variable "x", N is the number
of samples obtained during the scoring interval, and x is the mean
value of xi computed from the N samples. This measure is equivalent
to the "root-mean-squared" measure with the contribution of mean error
removed. Note that each SD score represents a single, integrated
measure of performance - it does not reflect a trial-to-trial or
pilot-to-pilot variability in perfo-rmance.
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Figure 3-1 Effect of Input Amplitude on Error SD Scores
(Average of Four Subjects)
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I
The performance scores shown in this figure and throughout the

report are given in terms of analog machine units. One machine unit

of error corresponds to 2 cm vertical deflection of the visual error

presentation for pitch, and about 50 degrees rotation for roll. One

unit of control effort represents approximately 7.7 newtons of force. 'ak

The tactile tracking performance was poorer than performance

with the visual display. When corrected for differences in input

amplitude, the single-axis tactile scores were found to be about

1.9 times as large as the visual scores; this is a considerable

improvement over the corresponding figure from last year of 3.5.

The two-axis scores, however, were found to be about 3.6 times as

large as the visual scores; only a small improvement over the figure

of 4.8 from last year.

The scores associated with the tactile display were consideral ly ..

closer to varying proportionately with input amplitude, than last

year's scores. Extrapolation to zero input yields a smaller (positive)

non-zero score, suggesting that the thresholdl'ike effects are reduced.

Significant inter-axis interference effects were found with both

the visual and tactile displays, although the size of the effect was

much larger with the tactile display than with the visual display.

With the visual display, the 2-axis pitch and roll scores were about

7 percent greater and 20 percent greater, respectively, than the

corresponding 1-axis scores; while with the tactile display (averaging

over the two values of input amplitude), the 2-axis pitch and roll
scores w.ere about 100 percent greater and 140 percent greater,

respectively, than the corresponding 1-axis scores, The large incrase "

in relative difference from last year (when Lhe 2-axis tactile scores

were about 35 percent greater than the 1-axis scores) is due to the

substantial decline seen this year in the 1-axis tactile error scores,

while the 2-axis scores diminished only slightly.
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As was the case last year, use of the tactile display often

resulted in pulse-like control inputs, whereas the visual display

F allowed continuous-looking control activity. However, the tendency
towards pulsed control was somewhat reduced from last year, at least

"in the single-axis runs, despite the fact that the subjects were again

instructed to use whatever strategy they felt gave the beat perfor-

mance.A)D

We made a limited examination of this aspect of the data and

noted what appeared to be generally three types of control activityz

pulsed, oscillatory, and continuous. Data collected during the final

testing period which illustrate these different control techniques

are shown in Figures 3-2 - 3-6. Figures 3-2 - 3-4 are sample time

histories of error and control signals in tactile tracking, while

Figures 3-5 and 3-6 contain amplitude densities of control input.

Figure 3-2 represents a two-axis tactile tracking run in which

pulsed control behavior is evident. Control pulses wore typically

applied in a sequence of single pulses to alternate axes, with

occasional bursts of pulses on a single axis, Pulses within a

t sequence were separated by about 0,8 second. The amplitude density

iA of the pitch control signal corresponding to this run is included in

Figure 3.511 as subject RF (triangles). As expected, the pulsed control

behavior produced a highly non-Gaussian amplitude density having a

large peak associated with zero control activity.

Figure 3-3 represents a single-axis tactile pitch tracking run

in which large portions of the control signal appear oscillatory.

Although the boundaries of the individual oscillatory segments are

sometimes ill-defined, we would judge that Intervals between oscillatory

segments ranged up to about 10 seconds, and tho duration of individual

segments ranged up to about 15 seconds. The poriod of the oscillations

is on the order of 1 - 1.2 second, a frequency in the neighborhoood

of 5.7 rad/sec. The amplitude density of the control signal

3-7
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I
corresponding to this run is included in Figure 3-5C as subject JK

I (diamonds). The oscillatory control behavior produced a highly non-

Gaussian bimodal density, with the two peaks associated with the

S limits of the oscillatory control motions.

Figure 3-4 represents a two-axis tracking run in which the pitch

'A . control activity appears continuous, although the roll control appears

oscillatory. The amplitude density of the pitch control signal corre-

i spending to this run is included in Figure 3-5D as subject JK

(diamonds). As expected, the continuous control behavior produced

p an approximately Gaussian amplitude density.

Although not shown in these figures, different segments of some

i individual runs contain different types of control behavior. For

example, in one run the subject began by pulsing, switched to oscilla-

tions, and thon returned to pulsing. As a result, the control ampli-

Lude density from that run was roughly Gaussian, although the control

I . activity was definitely not continuous.

Keeping in mind that Figures 3-5 and 3-6 consist of data from

only one eighth of the runs performed during the final testing period,

and that combinations of the different control strategies may exist

- within an individual run, we make some general observations regarding

control behavior. Both one- and two-axis tracking with the visual

display produced contintious, control activity with Gaussian amplitude

denstIties•. (Soo Figure 3-6.) Tracking with the tactile display

produced various types of control activities. (See Figure 3-5.)

Two-axis tactile traching produced mostly pulsed control behavior

with peaked amplitude densities, Singlo-asts tactile tracking

"produced a mix of pulsed, oscillator? and continuous control behavior.

The amplitude of the input disturbances had little effect on confrotl

behavior in tactile tracking.
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The reasons for the different types of control behavior are not

altogether clear, although it is possible to make some judgments

about them. In the two-axis control situation the pulsing seemed

to be a means of dividing control activity between the axes.

Apparently, subjects who used a pulsed control switched their atten-

tion and their control efforts back and forth between the two axes,

while the subject who responded continuously, without pulsing had

learned to monitor and control both axes simultaneously.

It appeared that the oscillatory control inputs and tile corre-

spending bimodal control amplitude densities may have resultod from

a resonance in the closed-loop man-machine system. For example,
consider the run plotted in Figure 3-3. A comparison of the pilot

describing function relating pitch error to pitch control with the

vehicle dynamics transfer function, shows that at a frequency of about

5.6 rad/sec, where thle phase shift around the loop is about 3600, tho

loop gain is about -1.8 dB, a gain margin of less than 2 d1. Con-

sequently, there is a resonance in the closed-loop system at about

a frequency of 5.0 rad/sec. This is in agreement with the periodicity

seen in the control waveform of Figure 3-3. Furthermoro, the driving

noise was, in fact, not Gaussian whito noise, but rather a sum of

12 sinusoids, one of which had a froqutnvcy of about 5,6 rad/see.

Consequently, this component of tile input disturbanco may have excited

tho corresponding resonance in the closed-loop s4y'stem, theorby

dominating the control input waveform|, and producing thi bimodal

control 'Input amplitude density.

3.4 M•ODF.L ANALASIS

Model analysts wag undertnvion with the following two objoecttvo.:

(1) determine how the i|aprovementA in tho tact ilp display frm I aist

yoer were reflhctvd in changes in display-relatod model parsattters

and (2) demonstrate tho utility of the pilot/v,'hIcl, model in Ilk,'dct Iang

systeLm peirfortmance with the tactile displav. toucause of tinl non-

Gaussian pilot control activity, the pilot/vehliclo model must again hli
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• ~ applied with caution. Although we do not expect accurate prediction

of detailed control behavior, it is possible that reliable predictions

of tracking error can be obtained.

As last year, except for an initial calibration of display-

related parameters, emphasis was on predicting, rather than matching,

experimental results. We again adopted the following strategy !or

model analysis:

a. Match the experimental measurements obtained for the single-

axis pitch task with the visual display in order to determine pilot

time delay, motor time constant, and observation noise/signal ratio.

b. Match the data from the single-axis, large-input pitch task

with the tactile display.

c. Use the parameter values determined above to predict the

effects of input amplitude, multiple-tasks, and system dynamics on

system performance.

Data fitting was again performed by an informal search of the

model-parameter space and was terminated when visual inspection

revealted a "good" match between model outputs and experimental

measurements. In general, error and control scores were matched

to within 10 percent, and pilot describing functions and control

spectra were matched to within 2 or 3 db. All dta used for comparison

with model results represents average performance of the four test

subjects.

3.4,1 Visual 1-Axis Pitch. An acceptable match to single-axis pitch

performance with the visual display was obtained with a time delay

of 0.2 second, a motor time constant of 0.11 second, an observation

noise/signal ratio of approximately -20 db, and a motor noise/signal

ratio of about -25 db. The parameter values are nearly identical with
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j

the values from last year, and are consistent with previous analyses

of single-variable laboratory tracking tasks (5, 6). Ii

Comparison of experimental frequency-domain measures with model

results is provided in Figure 3-7. Note at this time, the comparison

is shown for the ratio of remnant-related to input correlated compo-

nents of the control spectrum.

3.4.2 Tactile Tracking: Single-Axis, Large-Input Pitch. Having .
quantified the pilot-related parameters on the basis of visual track-

ing, we then attempted to predict differences between visual and ]
tactile tracking performance from an analysis of the tactile display

properties alone. Perceptual time delay was incremented to account

for the delay imposed by the tactile coding scheme. The size of the

increment had to be recomputed for each experimental condition becvuse

of the dependent relationship between tracking error and display-

related time delay. The display period associated with the error S)D

score was used to make a rough estimate of the time-delay increment.

The tactor circuitry was redesigned this year so that the tactor

ripple rate was updated more rapidly. Consequently, the delay incre- ...

ment was not a whole period, but just the timc to the next pulse.

An incremental time delay of approximately 0.18 second was derived

for the single-axis, large-input pitch task. This increment was

added to the 0.2 second delay determined from the visual tracking

data to yield a combined pilot-display time delay of 0.38 second.

Since a minimum tracking error of 0.05 unit was required to

geneiate a tractor sequence, an effective threshold yo of 0.05 units

was assumed for perception of error displacement.

Although we first tried an essentially infinite threshold for

error rate based on the discrete nature of the display, this led to

a poor match with the measured pilot describing function (the predicted

gain was generally too low especially for frequencies above about
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8 radians/sec), as well as with the measured remnant spectrum (the

predicted remnant was somewhat too low below about 1 rad/sec, and much

too high above about 8 rad/sec). A much better fit was obtained when

this threshold was lowered. Apparently, the subjects were able to

obtain error rate information directly from the more frequently up-

dated tactor ripple rate. Although there was no explicit threshold

on error rate, because of the threshold on error, the error rate

information was not available during a certain fraction of the

experimental run, i.e., whenever the error was below the error

threshold. Consequently, as an approximation, we picked the error

rate threshold, io' to be the same fraction of the measured rms error

rate, rms(6), as the error threshold, yo0 was of the measured rms

error, rms(e): 9

=rms(eLmeJ

This led to an error rate threshold of 0.15 units for the single-axis

large-input pitch task.

Values for motor time-constant and observation noise/signal

ratios were assigned the value.- determined from the visual tracking

experiments. Like last year, the motor noise to signal ratio had

to be increased from the -25 db value from visual tracking. However,

it only had to be raised by 5 db to -20 db, whereas last year it had

to be raised by 10.5 db to -14.5 db. The hypothesis suggested last

year that this increased motor noise was needed to account for the

pulsed control behavior is consistent with this year's finding that

somewhat less pulsing was observed and less motor noise was needed.

This year the error SD score was matched to within 2%, although the

control SD score was only matched to within about 18%. As may be seen

from Figure 3-8 a fairly good match to the frequency-domain measures

was obtained.
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3.4.3 Tactile Tracking: Effects of Input Amplitude, Additional

Axis and Vehicle Dynamics. Except as noted below, model parameter

values determined in the preceding calibration effort were used to

predict the effects on system performance of (a) a change in input

amplitude, (b) the addition of a second axis of tracking, and (c) the

effects of changing the vehicle dynamics from pitch to roll. The time

delay and error rate threshold were recomputed in each case (as

described above), and the effects of central attention-sharing in the

two-axis task were representf~l by a doubling of the observation noise/

signal ratio (see References 7, 8). Parameter values used in obtain-

i ng these predictions, as well as those used in the preceding calibra-

tion efforts, are shown in Table 3.2.

TABLE 3.2

VALUES FOR PILOT-RELATED MODEL PARAMETERS

Parameter Values

Experimental Condition T Tn YO YO Py Pm

1-axis pitch, visual disp. .20 .11 0.0 0.0 -20 -25

1-axis pitch, tactual .38 .11 0.05 0.15 -20 -20
disp., larger input

1-axis pitch, tactual .49 .11 0.05 0.13 -20 -20
disp., smaller input

2-axis pitch, tactual .29 .11 0.05 0.13 -17 -20
disp., larger input

1-axis roll, tactual .39 .11 0.05 0.13 -20 -20
disp., larger input

T = effective perceptual time delay, seconds

T = motor time constant, secondsn

Yo = displacement threshold, machine units

=o . rate threshold, machine units

Py . obsorvation noise/signal ratio, db

P = motor noise/signal ratio, db
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A comparison of predicted and measured error and SD scores

is provided in Figure 3-9. Except for the visual tracking scores

and the 1-axis, larger-input pitch scores, all model results are true

predictions; parameter values have not been adjusted to provide the

best match in each case.

3.4.3.1 1-Axis Pitch, Small-Input. The single-axis, small-input

pitch error SD score was predicted to within about 12% (and within

H1 one standard deviation) of its measured value, while the control SD

score was only predicted to within 21% (about 1-1/2 standard devia-

-l tions). From Figure 3-10 it may be seen that the predicted describing

function gain is generally about 4 db too low, while the predicted

remnant is generally about 3 db too high.

3.4.3.2 1-Axis Roll. The single-axis roll error SD score has pre-

dicted to witLhin about 6% (and Just within one standard deviation)

of its measured value, while the difference between the predieted

and measured control SD scores was negligible. From Figure 3-11 it

may be seen that while a good match was obtained to the pilot describ-

ing function, the measured pilot remnant was somewhat lower than

predicted at low frequencies.

3.4.3.3 2-Axis Pitch and Roll. The poorest predictions occurred when

the roll task was added to the larger-input pitch task. The predicted

'rror and control S1) scores wore, respectively, 53% and 36,% too small;

in both casmes they were more than 2 standard deviations from the mean

SD scores. From Figure 3-12 it may be soon that in the limited region

where we were able to measure it, the predicted describing function

gain is from 1 to 7 db too high, and the predicted remnant is from

4 to 9 db too low.

Wo foel that this poor match in the t%%o-axis case was doe to the

inability of the subjects to control both axes simultaneously. Our

basis foir this judgement is the observed practice of the subjects to
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divide their control activity by alternately pulsing the two axes.

As noted in Section 3.3.2 the pulses were separated by about 0.8 sec-

onds, so that successive pulses to the same axis were separated by

about 1.6 seconds. The large time delays introduced by such a switch-

ing strategy may well have been responsible for the high error scores

obtained for this task, although no attempt has been made to match

the data by assmning F larger time delay. Incidentally, the lowest -

error SD score was obtained by subject JK who exhibited the least

pulsing activity; the predicted error score was 32% smaller than his

score.

3.4.4 Relation to Last Year. Although we did not analyze all these

factors separately, the reduction in error scores in tactile tracking

from last year was due to the reduced threshold for error display,

the shorter time-delay imposed by the coding scheme, and the avail-

ability of error rate during one-axis tactile tracking. The changos

in threshold and time delay were intentionally designed into the

tacter circuitry this year and were predictable improvements in the

display, It was not expected, however, that the error rate would be

directly available; this was only determained via the model analysis,

This analysis showed that it was responsible for a reduction in error

8D scores of roughly 20%. q-
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SECTION 4

DISPLAY EVALUA7ION - SIMULATION STUDY

4.1. OVERVIEW

The objective of this phase of the evaluation study was toR determino the utility of the tactile display as an instrument for

providing flight- control information in a moving base simulator

having realistic aircraft dynamics, Display effectivenless was based

mainly on obje-ctive measures of aircraft control and pilot monitoring

L I p e r fo rm a n c e . w ,N v l M s i e C n eThe simulation std as performed at the .ivlMsieCne
(Nme), Pt. mutt., California in at cooperative effort involving both
IIDN and NMCl( personnel. Tho NMC anialog simulator was, programnewd to
simulate aircraft dynamics comparable to thnt of the F4 aircraft it)
two conf igurat ions: high-speed vr'~itsv and approach-to-landing.

Cockpit mot ion tin pitch, roll, and hevave was provided by the .1lel

helioopter simulator.

Two qets- of exporimonts were, performed: (1) high-sqpeed flight,
consit~ting of at rwen of linked steadly-statet mtaneuvers, with the
tat(ile display providing -an indiecrttIon of mach number errol; aild
(2) aplproach- to-lIandA int, with the tactile, dis~play providing either
angle-ot-attack (AOA) error or glidoglope andl localizer errorn. All
conditiong werp Pexplorod with and without at tseonidary nonitoringt tag);
to investigate the capability of thev tiatilo display tin rolieving
visual workload of the flight-control tas~k.

All flight-control Information prosented to the pi lot through
thlt vistual -Aenso watt providod by panol linstruments-; no presentat ion
of *'rea I -wonld'* vis~ual cues4 was4 attvtipt ed (other than visqual cues8 that
might bo obtained dlue to cockp it tot ion). All referenice to 'visul
presenotation of flight-control in format ion tin this s4ectioi% referm to
information obtai ned froma the paneol inistruitents4.



A description of the apparatus and procedures common to the

two sets of experiments is given below, followed by discussion of the

individual experimental tasks and results.

4.2 APPARATUS AND PROCEDURES

Apparatus and procedures specific to this experimental program

aro discussed here.

4.2.1 Displays. The simulated cockpit panel included most aircraft

instruments needed for flight control, plus some instruments related

to fuel management. All instruments were electro-mechanical; no

electronic informational display of flight information was provided.

Table 4.1 shows the most relevant information quantitie~s provided by

the cockpit instruments for the high-speed and approach oxperiment~l.

(Ileading information could not be provided due to a persistent mal.-
function of the comlpass,)

The tactile display provided one-dimensional infortnation (manch
numnber error, AOIA error) as well as two-dimensional in format ion
(Pitch and roll errors, glideslope and localizer urrors) on sePpnratv
experimental trials. With one exceptio~n, tho coding schemne determine-d
"bent" front the laboratory study was used throughout the. simulation
study. Coding format Lf3 (dofined in paratzraph 2,2.,2) was used:
"orror" magnitudo inforVmati0n control led both the numlber of tactors

exCited (from 2 to 4) and the rate of stimulation of rsuccess-ive.
i ntorts (using ain outside-to-center ripple, sequence), F'ull-;calo

urro- Initiated ft ripple of 30 Itz on all four tactors . Indepenldfent
presen tat ion or error information on tho X- and Y-nxis armis of the
ta~ctile display was adopted for all 2-dimonsional error dis-plays.

Tactile display of localixe~r orror di ffered from this format
only tit that maximum orror Produced a ripple r~ate of 153 liz. The

gubjects requested the lower dis~play sens it ivity for this- variable

in order to Improve their ability to digt inituishi between glildeslope
and local izer errors,
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TABLE 4-1

I COCKPIT INSTRUMENTATION

a. Most Relevant Flight-Control Information

Relevant to Relevant to
Cruise Approach

Flight Variable Experiment Experiment

SPitch and Roll x x

Turn-Bank x x

Rate of Climb x x

Altitude x

Localizer and Glideslope Errors x

Angle of Attack x

Mach Number x

b. Other Instrumentation

Airspeed

Percent Throttle

The bulk of the simulation trials with tactile displays were

performed with vibrotactors, A few trials were performed with

electrotactors to provide some comparison between the two tactor

types in the simulation study. (The reader is referred to Reference 9

for a formal laboratory comparison of vibro- and electrotactors.)

The unwillingness of the NMC pilots to use the electrotactors for

• more than one or two experimental trials precluded a comprehensive

evaluation of this form of tactile stimulation in this phase of the

study.

4.2.2 Visual Monitoring Task, When this study program was conceived,

it WAs anticipated that the primary benefit of tactile display of

flIght-control information would be to relieve the instrument scanning

workload, thereby allowing more time for the pilot to attend visually
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to events outside the cockpit. Accordingly, a visual monitoring task

(VMT) was implemented to provide the pilot with a visual task, unre-

lated to the primary task of flight control, that would direct a

portion of the pilot's visual attention away from the instrument

panel.

The monitoring task consisted of shape detection in which the

pilot was to detect the presence of an intermittently-presented

sinusoidal "target" waveform inbedded in a continuously-displayed

"noise". The pilot indicated signal detection by depressing a finger-

operated switch mounted on the control stick.

The test signal was presented on a CRT located at a viewing

distance of about 2 m. The pilot was required to "look through the

windescreen" in order to observe this signal. The active area of the

display was about 6 cm horizontally. (See Figure 2.10.)

The target consisted of a 1 kHz sinusoid, displayed at a sweep

rate sufficient to display 10 cycles of the target in the displ.,y

area. The amplitude of the target was adjusted according to the

desired signal/noise ratio. The noise signal consisted of wide-band

Guassian noise having an rms level of about 2 cm.

The time history of a response trial is shown in Figure 4-1.

When present for a given trial, the target occurred within the

"observation interval" of 0.5 sec. The pilot was afforded the entire

"response interval" of 2.5 sec. (i.e., the duration of the VMT trial)

to respond to the presence or absence of the target. A response

initiated anywhere in this interval was considered as a i.esponse to

the observation interval of the same VMT trial. Such a response was

scored as a correct detection or false alarm, depending on whether

or not a target was present during the observation interval.

Similarly, the absence of a response was scored as a missed target

or a correct null response. If a response overlapped two response
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intervals, it was associated with the interval in which the response

was initiated. If more than one response was initiated during a 1

response interval, only the first such response was counted. The

following VMT performance scores were computed:

P(D/T): probability of a detection given the occurrence

of a target (correct detection)

P(D/N): probability of a detection given noise only

(false alarm)

The probability of a target occurring during a given response

interval was 0.5; successive VMT trials were statistically independent.

Task difficulty was adjusted through variation in the signal/noise

(S/N) ratio (defined as the ratio of the rms amplitude of the target

to the rms amplitude of the noise). Because of the differing

capabilities of the test subjects, the S/N ratio was adjusted for

each subject in an attempt to maintain an approximate average detection

performance of 70% correct detection. The S/N ratio was kept fixed

for a given subject during aata collection so that the interactions

between the detection task, the flight-control task, and the display

configuration could be explored. The average S/N ratio was -10 dB

for the simulated high-speed maneuver and -5 dB for the more difficult
approach task. i

4.2.3 Task Requirements and Performance Measurement. The pilot's

primary task was to minimize deviations of relevant flight variables

from their desired trim values. Simulated wind-gust disturbances were

.included in the analog simulation to provide a reasonable task work-

load,

As described more fully later in this section, the flight tasks

were structured as a series of steady-state maneuvers (e.g., straight-

and-level flight, constant climb, approach). Performance scores were
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I
I computed during steady-state flight for all relevant display variables

I (shown in Table 4-1) and for control quantities as well (elevator,

aileron, and throttle deviations). The primary measure of performance

was the "standard deviation" (or "SD") score, defined as in

Section 3.3.2. Performance scores were computed digitally from

samples of data obtained every 300 milliseconds (i.e., each flight

variable was sampled about 3 times/second). The subjects were

informed of their performance scores during the training phase.

' 4.2.4 Subjects. Experimental test subjects were recruited from

flight-qualified NMC personnel. The flight experience of these sub-

• jects was varied, as it was not feasible to restrict the study to

a subject population having a homogeneous background. Subjects for

whom data are reported ranged in age from 27 to 38 years. Six subjects

participated in the first experiment (high-speed flight) and six in the

1 • second (approach). Four subjects were common to the two groups.

4.3 EXPERIMENT 1: HIGH-SPEED FLIGHT

4.3,1 Task Requirements. Each training and data-collection trial

consisted of a series of 12 steady-state maneuvers ("phases")

performed in the sequence shown in Table 4-2. Each simulated, 12 phase

"flight" lasted approximately 30 minutes, including the transition

time between phases. During each phase, the pilot was required to

maintain flight variables as close as possible to the following trim

conditions:

Mach Number: 0.9 units for all phases.

Altitude: constant except for climb and dive.

Attitude: pitch trimmed appropriately for the task;

wings level except for steady bank.
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Speed brakes were deployed for the 45-degree dive (phase 9); for

all other flight phases, the aircraft was in a clean configuration.

TABLE 4-2

HIGH-SPEED FLIGHT PROFILE

Phase Task Description Duration (Min.)

1 Straight and level, 10,000 ft. 4.0

2 Climb at 12,000 ft/min to 35,000 ft. 2.5

3 Bank left 450 at 35,000 ft. 1.0

4 Right bank 450 at 35,000 ft. 1.0

5 Descend at 4,500 ft/min to 24,000 ft. 4.0

6 Straight and level, 24,000 ft. 3.0

7 Right bank 600 at 24,000 ft. 1.0

8 Left bank 600 at 24,000 ft. 1.0

9 Dive at 450 to 10,000 ft.* 0.5

.10 Straight and level, 10,000 ft. 3.0

11 Climb at 6,000 ft/min to 30,000 ft. 3.5

12 Straight and level, 30,000 ft. 1.0

*Speed brakes fully deployed.

4.3.2 Experimental Conditions. The tactile display was employod to

provide an indication of mach number error during the course of this

experiment. A deviation of 0.1 unit was defined as full-scale error

display (threshoid of ±0.005 unit); that is, zero error corresponded

to 0.9 mach unit, with full-scale negative and positive errors corre-

sponding to 0.8 and 1.0 units, respectively. Polarity of the presenta-

tion was such that a positive error (too fast) stimulated tactors in

the upper arm of the display.

A two-factor experiment was performed: (1) presence or absence

of the VMT, (2) display configuration. Half the data trials were
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performed with the addition of the visual monitoring task described
. above; half were performed without this secondary task (i.e., flight-

control only).

The following three flight display configuration-, were explored

~ in this experiment: (a) visual only; (b) visual instruments plus

tactile display of mach number error; (c) same as condition (b) but

with the visual display of mach number obscured. The last condition

was included in the study to help us determine which sensory mode

was primarily relied upon for speed-error information when both tactile

-1 and visual information was available. In addition, we expected that

the pilots would learn more rapidly to interpret tactile display of

mach number error if, in fact, there were no alternative source of

similar information.

a* 4.3.3 Training and Data Collection. The experimental plan followed

for the high-speed flight simulation is shown in Table 4-3. The test

A• • pilots were first provided "free" time in the simulator to familiarize

themselves with the response of the simulated aircraft. They then

practiced the flight profile (Table 4-2) with and without the V'NT,

using visual instruments only.

To facilitate interpretation of the information provided by the

tactile display, the subjects were first allowed to provide their

own inputs to the display through the manual controls on the tactile

control unit (see Figure 2-2). Next, the tactile unit was driven

by a simulated mach number "error". The cockpit mach number instru-

ment was driven by the stame error signal; in all other respects, the

flight simulator was In the reset mode. In this way, the pilots

learned to relate tactile sensations to mach number devintions. The

subjects were given one practice "flight" on each of the four display

configurat tons involving tactile presentation of mach number error

(i.o., with and without the VMT; with and without use of the visual

display of mach number). Each subject then flew one data-collection

trial of each of the six experimental conditions.
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TABLE 4-3

EXPERIMENTAL PLAN FOR HIGH-SPEED FLIGHT

Display Conditions

Visual Visual Tactile
Monitoring Mach Mach No.

Program Phase Tsk Number Error

Initial Familiarization, - x

Cockpit Instruments x x

Initial Familiarization, x x

Tactile Display

Training With - - x

Tactile Display x - x

- x x

x x x

x x

-- x -

Data Collection x x x

- x x

x x

Order of experimental conditions counterbalanced across subject
for data collection.

Training trials were presented in the order shown in Table 4-3

lor all test pilots. During data collection, however, ordering of tile

conditions was counterbalanced among the subjects to the extent

possible to avoid biasing the results due to learning effects and/or

fatigue.

Coordination was maintained as follows between the experimenter

and th. pilot to assur. that performance scores would be computed

only for the steady-state phases of the flight profile:
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o a. The experimenter announced the desired maneuver to the pilot
Sover the intercom.

b. The pilot transitioned the aircraft to the desired state

and informed the experimenter that he had achieved the required

steady-state condition.

c. The experimenter initiated digital computation of performance

~ scores by starting a timer set to the desired scoring interval

(Table 4-2).

d. Performance computations were automatically terminated at the

end of the scoring interval, and the experimenter informed the pilot

of the next maneuver.

Ui 4.3.4 Experimental Results. Preliminary analysis of variance (A of V)

was performed on the root variance scores for mach number error as

well as on the probability of detecting a VMT target in order to

determine %aethor or not (1) performance with the tactile display

depended on the presence or absence of the visual mach number instru-

i mnot, and (2) the four phases of straight-and-level flight In the
flight profile could be considered as replications of the same task.U[ The A of V tests failed to reveal statistical significance in either

case. Therefore, all data obtained with the tactile display operative
were pooled (in this experiment only) for comparison with tile visual-

only display, and the four straight-and-level phases were treated as

replications in further A of V testing. All results presunted for

this experiment are the average of 6 subjects.

Standard deviation (8D) scores for the important flight variables

are shown for straight-and-level flight in Vi guro 4-2; also shown is

the probability of detecting a target presented by the VWT.*

"-CMNly iv P(D/T) -score has been analyzed. Occurrences of false aiarms
were so in frequent (thoro were many trials with no false alarms) that
meaning[ful analysis of tile P(D/N) score was precluded.
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a. The experimenter announced the desired maneuver to the pilot

over the intercom.

b. The pilot transitioned the aircraft to the desired state

•. and informed the experimenter that he had achieved the required

steady-state condition.

c. The experimenter initiated digital computation of performance

scores by starting a timer set to the desired scoring interval

(Table 4-2).

d. Performance computations were automatically terminated at the

end of the scoring interval, and the experimenter informed the pilot

F of the next maneuver.

Ui 4.3.4 Experimental Results. Preliminary analysis of variance (A of V)

was performed on the root variance scores for mach number error as

well as on the probability of detecting a VMT target in order to

4- determine whether or not (1) performance with the tactile display

depended on the presence or absence of the visual mach number instru-

[I ment, and (2) the four phases of straight-and-level flight in the

flight profile could be considered as replications of the same task.

Ij i The A of V tests failed to reveal statistical significance in either

case. Therefore, all data obtained with the tactile display operative

were pooled (in this experiment only) for comparison with the visual-

only display, and the four straight-and-level phases were treated as

replications in further A of V testing. All results presonted for

• this experiment are the average of 6 subjects.

Standard deviation (SD) scores for the important flight variables

are shown for straight-and-level flight in ,igure 4-2; also shown is

the probability of detecting a target presented by the VMT.*

S *Only the P(-IT) score has been analyzed, Occurrences of false a.arms
were so infrequent (there were many trials with no false alarms) that
meaningful analysis of the P(D/N) score was precluded.
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The addition of the VMT resulted in larger SD scores for most flight

variables; that is, the secondary visual task detracted from the

performance of the primary flight-control task, as one might expect.

Of greater relevance to this study, however, is the effect of the

tactile mach number error display on performance.

Figure 4-2 shows a beneficial effect of the tactile display on

both detection performance and regulation of mach number. Use of the

tactile display resulted in a 20% reduction in SD mach number error

in the absence of the VMT task and a 25% reduction when the monitoring

task was required. In addition, the probability of missing a target

(computed as l-P(D/T)) was approximately halved through use of the

tactile display. A of V revealed that improvements in detection

performance and regulation of mach number were both statistically

significant at the 0.001 confidence level. Use of the tactile display

did not consistently affect performance along other dimensions, and

whatever differences were observed were, for the most part, not

statistically significant.* Thus, for straight-and-level flight,

the tactile display improved flight performance and reduced the

scanning workload of the flight-control task.

The subjects apparently relied primarily on the tactile display

of mach number error when both tactile and visual information was

presented. Since both speed control and signal detection improved

when the tactile display replaced the corresponding visual display,

the subjects were clearly able to rely solely (and beneficially) upon

the tactile display for speed information, The lack of a significant

difforence in performance when the visual display complemented the

tactile display implies that the pilots continued to rely upon the

tactile display for speed information even when the visual instrument

was available.

*A confidence level of 0.05 is our criterion for judging statistical

significance.
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Because of the clear difference in task difficulty, results

of the 45-degree-bank task (phases 3 and 4) and the 60-degree-bank

task (phases 7 and 8) were analyzed separately. Average performance

scores for these two tasks (averaged over left and right bank) are

shown respectively in Figures 4-3 and 4-4. With the tactile display,

detection performance improved in both cases (significant at the

0.001 level for both tasks). Although mach number error was more

tightly controlled in both tasks, the percentage improvement was

appreciably greater for the 45-degree bank. Differences in mach

number error were significant only for the 45-degree bank (0.05 level).

The effects of the tactile display on other flight variables
wore. oti statistically significant except for pitch and roll scores

in the 45-degree, no-detection task (0,05 level), and in both cases,

SD scores were lower with the tactile display. Thus, as with straight-

and-level, the tactile display afforded improvements in both the

flight-control and detection tasks.

The two climb and descend flight phases were analyzed separately.

Figure 4-5 shows that, except for tho 45-degree dive, that tactile

display conisttently re.nulted in a reduced 8D speed error score.

In some cases, deviations in mrach number were roduced by about 50':.

All four tasks showed a slight improvement in monitoring performance

S when the tactile display was used.

The insvisit tivity of speed conti ol to display configuration

in the 45-degro dive was most likely due to the fact that sped

was rimited (in thits task only) by the aerodynamic action of the

sp.eed brakes, rather than by throttle control. Since the brakes wore

not eontinuously controlled during this phase (they wereo fully

deployed), control of mach number was not dependent on the nature

of the informational inputs to the pilot.
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Because of the subject-to-subject variability, analysis of vari-

ance failed to reveal statistical significance for most of the per-

formance differences shown in Figure 4-5. Nevertheless, because _J

performance improvement was found for both speed control and monitor-

ing in all four subtasks (with the single exception noted above),

we consider the tactile display to have demonstrated a true beneficial

effect in the climb and dive phases of the flight profile.

Each subject was familiarized with the electrotactors upon com-

pletion of the experimental plan shown in Table 4-3, and one simu-

lated flight was performed by each subject with the electrotactors

(visual mach number instrument covered, VMT task required). Figure

4-6 compares average mach number error SD score and detection perform-

ance for the two tactor types (straight and level flight). Detection

scores were virtually identical for the two tactor types. The mach

number error SD score was about 15% greater with electrotactors;

this difference, however, was not found to be statistically signifi-

cant. As discussed below, there was a considerable subjective dif-

ference between the tactor types, with the vibrotactors strongly

preferred.

4.3.5 Subjective Evaluation. A written multiple-choice type ques-

tionnaire was given to the test pilots to explore subjective differ-

ences between tactor types and to determine the pilot's evaluation

of the tactile display as a potential operational device. Since

pilot acceptance will be mandatory if this type of display is +o

become operational, a brief review of the results of this question-

naire is in order.
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SVariable Vibrotactor Electrotactor

Mach No.. Error (units) .00815 .0094

P(D/T) .879 .880
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Figure 4-6. Comparison of Vibrotactors and Electrotactors Straight
and Level, Average of 6 Subjects.
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All six pilots felt that the simulated aircraft was controlled

better with the vibrotactors than with the electrotactors. All

pilots felt the vibrotactors were comfortable to use after they had

received some training, ranging in their opinions from "slightly

comfortable" to "very comfortable". Five of the pilots, on the

other hand, considered electrotactors "not at all comfortable" to

use, while the remaining pilot thought them "slightly comfortable".

When asked which tactor type was preferred overall, four of the

pilots expressed a strong preference for the vibrotactors, whereas

two expressed no preference. All six pilots expressed a willingness

to use the vibrotactile display as a supplement to the visual display

of mach number in actual flight, whereas only one of the subjects was

willing to use the electrotactors in actual flight (and then only

with certain modifications to the display).

4.4 EXPERIMENT 2: APPROACH

4.4.1 Description of the Task. The pilots were required to "fly"

simulated approach-to-landing trials during the second experiment.

The task was designed as a steady-state tracking task: the parameters

of the gust disturbances remained stationary during the course of the

flight, and the glideslope and localizer instruments were programmed

to indicate consistent full-scale errors of 50 feet.* The pilot's

task at all times was to minimize deviation of aircraft parameters

from the trim condition appropriate to approach.

The aircraft was initialized on the approach with zero trim

error at a simulated altitude of 1400 feet. Airspeed and rate-of-

descent, respectively, were 132 knots and 10 ft/sec. Simulated

approach continued down to (but not including) touchdown, for a trial
time of about 140 seconds. SD and monitoring performance scores

were computed for the last 60 seconds of each trial.

*Tt is not uncommon in actual flight to program these indicators
to display deviation in angular parameters, in which case the
effective display scaling increases as touchdown is approached.
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The major relevant flight instruments used in this task were

as shown in Table 4-1.

3 4.4.2 Experimental Conditions. As in the preceding experiment there

were two experimental factors: (1) presence or absence of the VMT,

and (2) display configuration.

Two different uses of the tactile display were explored in sepa-

rate trials: (1) angle-of-attack error, and (2) glideslope and lo-

calizer errors. Each of these conditions was explored with and with-
3 i out the capability to observe the corresponding (visual) cockpit in-

strument. In addition, the all-visual display was explored as a

baseline, making a total of seven display configurations.

Display scaling and directional conventions were as follows:

a. Angle-of-Attack Error. AOA above the 12-degree trim setting

stimulated the upper arm of the display. Full-scale error corres-

ponded to about 4-1/2 degrees deviation from trim (display threshold

of 0.23 degree).

b. Glideslope and Localizer. Compatibility was maintained
with the ILS cockpit instrument. Aircraft too high on glideslope

stimulated the lower display arm, and aircraft to the right of center

stimulated the left arm. Full-scale error to the tactile display

V• represented approximately an 80-foot error for both glideslope or

localizxr (display threshold of 4 feet, or 30% of altitude during

last part of scoring period).

4.4.3 Experimental Plan. The experimental plan for the approach

experiment is shown In Table 4-4. As in the first experiment, the

pilot was allowed to familiarize himself with the use of tactile

information in a nonflight setting prior to each new use of the tac-

tile display. Training flights were flown by each subject in the
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TABLE 4-4
EXPERIMENTAL PLAN FOR APPROACH-TO-LANDING

Display Conditions

Use of Corresponding Visual
Tactile Visual Monitoring

Program Phase Display Display Task

Initial
Familiarization None x

Training AOA
Error x

x
X SX

TrainJig ILS -.
Error x

x -X

Data All of the above conditions performed -
Col lection in a counterbalanced order.
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C 'der shown,, whereas ordering of conditions was counterbalanced for

aata collectiorc.

"Each subject received about 6 runs for the two initial familiari-

:,zation conditions and 4 or 5 training trials for each of the condi-

• tions-involving tactile display of AOA and path error. Four or five

fI-ghts per condition were flown for data collection.

4.4.4 Experimental Results. Although 6 subjects participated in

- this experiment, part of the data base for tw.o subjects was lost

during the recording process. Accordingly, the results presented

4 for the approach study represent average performance for four pilots.

-I The effects of display conditions and the VMT on glideslope

--and localizer errors are shown in Figure 4-7; effects on AOA error

f score and monitoring performance-are shown in Figure 4-8. Unlike

the high-speed flights, those results revealed no statistically

- significant improvemen-ts in either flight-control or detection per-

formance,

F Control-o- lateral path deviation (as indicated by the localizer

error score) was most affected by the display configuration. Error-

coeres were greatest when ILS information was provided solely by the

tactile display. In a number-of trials, this display configuration

eoused the entire flight (at least the portion for which scores were

computed) to be flown with the localizer showing full-scale* error of

50 ft. It should be noted, however, that the difficulty of the

lateral path regulation task was increased by the absence of an

operattng heading indicator. Thus, the pilots may have been required

In this simulation study to obtain more precise In formation (especi-

S ally rate information) from the ILS indicator t-hin is usually the case.

• Pth range of the IS indications of glideslope and localizer error
was + 50 feet, as opposed to the larger range al'owcd with the
tact:Tle display.
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Glideslope regulation was much less affected by display configu-

ration. Neither the glideslope SD score nor the AOA error score

were consistently effected by the presence or absence of tactile in-

formation. Detection performance did appear to improve somewhat with

the addition of tactile information, although this difference was not

statistically significant.

The results of this experiment, as well as of the laboratory

evaluation phase, suggest that the tactile display is not well-

suited for providing 2-axis information for continuous flight control.

There appeared to be occasional difficulty in discriminating between

X- and Y-axis errors. During the approach experiment, one subject

commented on the "masking" effect whereby a large error on one axis

obscures a relatively small error on the other. As mentioned above,

path-rate information was required for effective control of path

position (especially localizer). Information of this type is ap-

parently not well perceived from the tactile presentation when two
axes are displayed concurrently. (Also recall that no error rate data
was used to control the tactile display.)

The failure of the tactile AOA display to significantly improve
flight-control and/or monitoring performance seems contradictory to

the roesilts of the preceding experiment in which there was a signifi-

cant improvement. We suspect, however, that the flight task in the

approach experiment was dominated by the task of controlling localizer

error - made more difficult by the absence of a reli able heading in-

enator. The relatively low AOA error scores (typically loss than
0.5 (Iogrees) suggests that controlling AOA was not particularly

demanding (compared with control of path errors); thus, little and-
vanLage was to be gained by relieving the pilot of the burden of

scanniag the AOA display.
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SECTION 5

I CONCLUSIONS

"5. 1 DISPLAY OPTIMIZATION

The following conclusions were reached during the display

optimization phase of the project:

The most suitable tactor excitation code tested to date has

been one in which the outermost tactor is always exicted first, thus

providing maximum spatial separation for even small error displays.

The code was best for both one-axis and two-axis tracking tasks.

* Although the equipment was designed for a maximum tactile ripple

r i tae of 60 Hz, it was found that a maximum rate of 15 Ilz was good for

. training and 30 Ilz adequate for tho formal tests. Aln underlying

reason for this may well be the overlappinmg of tactor-ON periods

* which begins to occur at 30 liz, and at 60 11z, two adjacent tactors

are excited simultaneously during one-half of mneir ON periods.

The simultaneous or independent operation of the two data

channels proved to be superior to the sequential operation but not

S to the expected degree. What may be a more important conclusion

is the fact that the subjects did not exclusively use control pulsing
Vor error correction as they had last year when only the sequoeintial

display mode was used.

The tactlleo transducer, or tactor has beo:n valiantly pursued by

many, but as yet all op|uljation al tacttr has not yet boonm dovoloeIopd

The electrotactor has the best physical size but its data presemllt a-

tlen is the most variable and Ieast tolermated; perhapIs the optiumumm

configuration and excitation signal is yet to bec found. The bfimmorph

vibrotactors which were used during this program appmair to he quite

acceptablv for laboratory studios, but thiey arte tot) large for
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consideration in an operational display. Small electromagnetic

vibratoctors have been explored and possibly with the new magnetic

materials being developed, a small, reliable and efficient Lactor may

someday be available.

In the design of the tactile array, we ignored the possible

effects of one axis masking the other during 2-axis tracking. Our

objective was an oporational array that would be convenient to apply.

However, masking is a serious problem, and oven extreme spatial

separation of the tactor sets may not solve the problem as shown by

The auto-intensity control for the Qlectrotactor display proved

very beneficial in maintaining the elect rocutanetous sensat ions'

within the comfort range. The variation of comfort level with body

location was resolved to some degree by providing one intensity

control for the X or roll axis and individual controls for the uppor

and lower halves of the Y or pitch axis. With sufficient dat-a, it

may be possible to adjust the gain of the eltomuntal tactordivs

Such that. a Single in L-A)SitY control could provide uni form exc itaittion

levels for all the taeters in a speeified ariray.

Since the additional intensity cent rols were not added uat il

ater I iv' forial tests, were runl, at final per formance comparitson

between electretactor and vibrotakrtorm could not- be made, but the

comparisonl is expected to be close. 'The problem e~ncoun tered with t he

nll Con tact variat ion may be eliminated by employilag aI di ffvrei I

shapt. for the eleoct rode pairs . Sinace the coaxial conf.i gurat ion doevs

not. Incalizxe skin coIrt'11L, a flat surfaces tar tor ma1.y net I)C

nuecesary.
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5.2 LAB3ORATORIY EVALUATION

The laboratory evaluation of the tactile display system has

shown that the tracking scores of the subjects have been substantially

~. improved over those recordod for the system tested during the previous

S year, Thet, best improvement wats observed with the tests involving only

a s~ingle-axis tracking task, while the two-axis tracking perforlancev

improved by only half as much.

Tile improvement in single-axis tracking was directly due to the(

rreduced threshold and shorter time delay of thet tactile display systeml,
feiatures which were explicitly (lo~signed into the taotor Circuitry th is

year. In addition, it was found that thet scoroii wvre further improved

0. boecause the rveised display allowed thet, subjects to directly perceive

error rate.

The failure of the two-axis trackiing scores to s~how aK muc~h

Improvoment was apparently due to the subjeets' Inability to trackt

both anea s imul1taneously.

~~ Despi.te the marked improvement in taetilo I raohing performance

ovor the previous year. it r'emins IH that thrc vt atiouoa.is analog visualI

display produceN much butter pvrformanný' hiy it factor of about 21 to I

in rmn vrror for single-axis trackilug, and about 3 1/2 to 1 for t

axis tracking. It appears fro(ml Our model anal ysIs that the' rema il i g

threshol d and time-delay of the tic t11 i di splauy wtiuld accoull f Ior tin'

hulk o)I thll dii lerence in thlt- silnglo-aX iN caSe, thuls reducfingp thi't

F' IS di.sh lay thresholdl may provide some tinprovemenit.

5.3 SIMULATION IAALIJATION

Whvi4 tilt- tacitle dIisplay%, ias used to provlide lin indli'at ion 4)r

'me ii Iikalbi.b e r ror. flitghit conit ro wits improved and sciinnilng wo rk load

%% as a Ilh' i alted. Machi number was imore- tighlt Iy con 11rollvid . and
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perflormnance onl the independent, visual monitoring task was enhianced.

VariabilitY scores associated withb other flight parameters were

generally unchanged, indicating an overall beneficial oeffect of thlt.

tactilec presentation. When both tactile and visual sources of mnach

informaation were available simultaneously, the test pilots appeared

to rely primarily onl the tactilie presentation.

:1o statistically significant changes in ei thor cootrvol or

mon it oring per formance wore found when thle tactile d isp lay wasý kl.od

ItiP angle-Lif-at~tack or path error, inl formlat loll in all approach- to-

landing task. Thle lack of positive results, in thil situat~ion lmay

have stirewed largelyv from thle nature ofth 1,11Pathl regulation talik

(primar ily inl the Ia tura'a axis) , which mlay have I'vquirtod thv use( ill
deri'vttivv inlormaiionl forl QffQctivQ Control.

A ctnvt1 o di splay ,vitoem hast majnyj varintiltoS. aill Lit %Vhjtch

* a Ii or t lit periviPsa nce o4 a t rac li o-z -o 1 r 1 onttullivn t- Tht. vovau at tell

pllh t. tos fli p r Piog P1111 WOVOy I i fit It o-ti c'tolilt 1 1I I l 1 tA tw Wit % a pot 1,) I
(il oni I it t, I ~niý parcouat ,I*a or thI IIr1 pei'mlt111tain ixcopt Ir of oduri fir,

tIli ho aa I tull t 1 I pp tO la 14' to0 JO llIA ( I Muff ('dO lie I . I- hi dIi ýsp I tq pant ;oo" V11

rot~ it Ot I I I xid tL 1*4 .ighou t I hef ova Ilfin te ph (,a ilIst I I I s0couioo

1 ;i;t I Uor V I' Itr I AIWI I IloOn tatA I otil ho cOndut L i'd a It po; rafint pa noch a~

ijt, n to i/ in t cit I ox I We i c I rettlivilo ;fIld Vooit vol 1j I ;g I a I otP

PIpll' pp a tv IV IIIt dal a s-Prey Valtv'.

* Ilile kI0 eItil. t~N tI'a It'oovols (o'30, :itt' d 70%" ol flt suAL~L "I't'

iiss-ii iiii di; t. sa vtt e li Il' Ihs layodil 11 i I I lIe t rt'ark i M: Itp t ta *s i t

ii' 1"11 I. tti anX. loit'll r , pei'Ioýrtilum-4' rail 11ovver )1.- lii't lot' than 5'. '0i

hil -s,'al vri' s:''n lloduk-i n; this, threshiold wlay iinpt'.vi' flth display

P to inaI Till T ris' ul5 t. of tll ho1macl1 numlhs r tv;'achili In r i-s '.41iiplot'

ta Il., conlti ii; on becausov by sqit LInig the rollI -sra Iv' trachii: vvopte ise:tI



performance on the independent, visual monitoring task was enhanced.

Variability scores associated with other flight parameters were

generally unchanged, indicating an overall beneficial effect of the

tactile presentation. When both tactile and visual sources of mach

informati~on were available simultaneously, the test pilots appeared

to rely primarily on the tactile presentation.

N~o statistically significant changes in either control or

monitoring performance were found when the tactile display wa's ued

for angle-nt-ati;tack or path vrror information in an approach-to-

landinig Ltask. The lack of positive results in this situation mar

have stemimed largely from the nature of the path regulation task

(primeari ly in the lateral axis) , which may have roquired the use o I

leriratire information for effective control.

;) 'IliCO.MMENDAi'IONS

A tact tie display system has many variabLes, alt of which

ur [cct Its perfermanceo as at Ieac i ag-error hi otrumentiL The eraj I aait itll

phaseis o thli pog raile we me I [mllteld Cons eq ue ti y [ittloe [itat, wae spent'

onl o(it[mizing parainvters or- their emuaios EXCeptL lot, mduc lag

Ol, maximumt11311 ri ppl I ia to to 30) IIZ (I'mom ti G lits) i' 'ý (Ii splay pa lame tees"

rvisa I nd tit Sd t lm'oughel Lit-th oral Oil ionl otllas. It t" reeolmllumildod

thal. l u t33 i tir pjel' i1Iol3t331 on bo conlduc(tu 0(1 h at il 31l'313310 3' siuch ais

t1333311 i-zlittloll lovvhý', oxSet ato 1033 friqUvncyV 311d cololt:el i g, act~or

rtpplo rute WIth1 data er-ror rat~e.

As :i eS3iillil-1 of o t 311 uo tl p er [ciranuil-M ita 00 I t~im uell) tO o it-1 coils I dii'

L10it 1511)In ltiul333i/Itilt too It-ores ( Vi. . j' andi 70t,' oi; lULL. StCAt. Wol'i,

uii)noi dki I a canl ti displayekd en iII tlivll'Iack Ig olrlp'3' is 013(131 30)

till l33Volil33' thanli lioiire , litpor'Iii littleti can norim ho hot toe tlhal ti!li

1(11 -ciito leil' ltdii I g -thstileosliold 11111i, 1131e11-vo till, display\

Iilit, 1, o 111"a icit'. Tile rosuo I. tx i lt-l 1111 m iti.- l ikilibl'i I11 Lln- i hg tvsto S pli liqpp r 3

this Conhoitelll 1 becWause. tby seill tig ile h lI-cl teaclhli 113 illor WI



represent only 11: of the reference value of 0.9, the display

- threshold was 0.5% of 0.9 mach number, and the tactile display

performance exceeded the visual display performance. Could improve-

. menits be obtained by optimizing quantization levels and displaying

S.... error rate directly as Eactor ripple rate?

It is recommended that an effort be made to develop a small,

efficient readily acceptable tactor for use as a tool for all

V~i researchers pursuing tactile displays as well as an element of an

oprational display. The physical size of the electrotactor is

ideal but its acceptance is not quite universal. One of our dilemmas
was the excitation frequency, fiom prior experimentation we found

that excitation frequencies of less than 100 hertz appeared more

i•J comfortable as the stimulus was perceived more like a vibration,

however, due to the required data rates, 200 hertz frequency was

,. selected. Use of the lower frequencies should be pursued.

:. :

";i~
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